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**U Buffalo** – General Education Program and the College of Arts and Sciences uses online CourseEval³ product purchased from Academic Management Systems. They have a large-scale operation, and get response rates (40-50%) similar to what we observed w/our PAD pilot last fall. A few other UB schools/colleges use it, and few others moving to it. They share past 3 semesters of results w/students via the student association, who then makes them avail on their website. They administer it centrally via web, and roll out reports to faculty and chairs via web too.

**Stony Brook** – use a pencil and paper system. IR buys forms from Scantron, makes them avail to depts, who tell IR how many forms they want, the dept works out logistics of how to get to faculty, ensure students pencil in proper info on the forms, get them to IT for scanning and result summaries. Not much central administration on this, depts responsible for much of the coordination, and they have a great deal of unusable response forms due to improper filing out and general coordination issues. Seems a considerable amount of work for depts, and IT dept does a lot of grunt work too. SB IR only minimally involved in course evals.

**Binghamton** – About 50-50 b/w paper (scantron forms ) and web version run off of blackboard. IR and IT work out the paper, but now post results from paper forms on blackboard rather than distribute paper reports. Blackboard web survey an add-on application developed and supported by their IT office. Binghamton IR assists w/the distribution of scan forms, but that is about it, their IT office handles most of it via blackboard, scans in paper forms, and posts all results on Blackboard.

**UAlbany** – Pencil and paper, run entirely by IR. No web reports, and no way to currently produce or distribute them if we did. (BI would work for reporting, but if we utilize an external vendor for eval system, that should incorporate reporting features that will get us away from paper entirely). SIRF completely administered by UA IR, and heretofore, mostly a caretaker of same system (and same questions!) that have been in place for 20+ years.